SARB Agenda: June 5, 2019
1:00 pm to 2:30 p.m. Ventura Room
5189 Verdugo Way, Camarillo CA


II. Public Comments - None

III. May 2019 Minutes

IV. Kids on the Move - None

V. Agenda Reports

- **District Attorney’s Office** - Yvonne will send e-mail mid-June for all attendance records needed. The Calendars have been submitted and approved for SARB dates next school year. Phoenix will be added next year. Oak Park is not scheduled.
- **Public Defender’s Office** - None
- **Probation Agency** - Nothing new. Good school year. Carrie will do casework during the summer and return in August.
- **Gateway Community School** - Ra Lo (7th grade in and out of group home, documented run away since November). They begin Aug 12 next year. Check out the Dude Be Nice Video filmed at Gateway.
- **Behavior Health** - Not present
- **Public Health** - PH accepts referrals through summer.
- **Human Services Agency/Children Family Services** - None
- **Human Services Agency/CalWORKS** - AB283 under review which proposes no penalties for 16-18 yo who are not attending school. Already HAS cannot provide penalties for children 15 and younger. HAS will continue to remind families of CA attendance laws and include this in the employment program. This does not affect the CalLearn Program for pregnant and parenting teens between the ages of 18-19 years. Originally the proposal was to remove vaccination laws concurrently as well, but that is no longer part of AB283.
- **Interface** - Not present. 6-8 beds are being set up to serve homeless youth.
• Other Community Partners - Wendy introduced June Ewart, Community Coalition United, which provides community resources serving students countywide. See June after meeting to be added to her list serve.

VI. Monthly Truancy Fines and Fees. AB901 proposes to remove behavior as being the unique reason for referring students to SARB. Linda brought up the idea that threat assessment and RTI processes could be used to address behaviors. Ralph will be forwarding an e-mail from LACOE to provide feedback on this proposed law.

VII. Information
• Spirit Awards were given to Wendy Mayea, Yvonne Pampalone,
• 2018/2019 SARB Data Summary Sheets (email to dlopez@vcoe.org). The new student services assistant superintendent, Cesar Morales, to come on July 1. Yvonne will provide info for tickets so you know your own districts (Tickets that are received by the DA. No all citations are filed by the SROs with the DA) as well as county information.
• VC SARB Vice Chairperson Elections. Ray Gonzales will stay on as President for next year. Ballots for VC Vice Chair were distributed and returned.
• 2019/2020 VC SARB Schedule.
• Review of CALPADs Flash #132 “No Shows at the start of the school year” There was a discussion of what is required. Districts now need to conduct and investigation or SARB the family before dropping no shows.

VIII. Upcoming Trainings and Events
• Restorative Justice in Schools Facilitator Training: June 17-19th, VCOE. The deadline is June 13.
• Trauma Informed Practice, Train the Trainers: August 5th, VCOE. 1 day workshop facilitated by Michelle Lustig.
• Annual Alternative Education Summit (Registration open): August 30th, VCOE General Session Speaker, David Culberhouse, San Bernardino County Superintendent of Schools “Preparing Students for Jobs That Don’t Exist”
• Annual Legislative Update- December 3rd, VCOE
• Save the Date-Special Populations Conference: November 15th, VCOE. Free.
• S4 Calendar of Workshops and Trainings

IX. Next Year Focus Areas/VC SARB Members Share-out.
Possible SARB/Supervisors of Attendance Training for 2019-20.

- The Bravos do two trainings for SARB/Supervisors of Attendance.
- LACOE offers a shorter training to certify attendance supervisors for local SARBS.
- E-mail VCOE if you’d like to request one or two trainings at VCOE:
  A) Supervisors of Attendance (whose names go to the board and are county supervised)
  B) SARB (for SARB board members)

Linda appreciates the renewed focus of providing supports and services from the community for supporting student attendance. She thanked Ralph.

There was a discussion of adding parent groups, i.e. PTSA

How to we help principals help parents realize attendance is #1, support the teachers in welcoming students, recognizing absences?

Veronica Public Health offers to come speak to talk to SARBed students at the beginning of the school year as motivation.

Ray Dawn Anderson (Health Services) is looking to fund projects through health services to provide intervention supports and services for schools, under the MTSS umbrella.

George recommends Leg. Update. He is working on 2019-2020 school year whereby new Student ID cards have anti-Suicide information printed on the back side.

Vicki Ventura is appreciative of our teams working with our children with compassion, providing incentives (public health/probation), and supports. She appreciates the team going above and beyond for working with our youth.

Teresa thanks SARB and the entire county for all the work that is done. Parents are getting it - we are here for the success of children. It is working. In 2000, Teresa was certified to teach Parent Project and is interested in being retrained.

Ralph September is Attendance Month.

Jose has learned a lot this year in the SARB and is taking them back to improving Oceanview services, such as Loving Solutions.
Stef appreciates the resources and networking from those on SARBS are critical: access to intervention. The bus drivers are also an important part of students attending schools.

Yvonne thanks the SARB and appreciates the involvement of all those serving. DA led this training in 2002.

Laurel would like information on where classes are held for Parent Project.

Liz asked for ways in encouraging parents to network at the school site level.

June ewart2006@gmail.com to include into a Resource Sharing Website/Web Page. Suggested Wellness Offices.

Sonia thanks everyone for their work this year.

Jocie echoes support for Parenting Classes next year.